
Connect your cloud and on-premises infrastructure with 

ongoing expert guidance, education, customer support, 

hands-on training, function-specific certification and 

strategic deployment to boost knowledge, fine-tune 

performance, add value and maximize outcomes.

Put Splunk Services
to work for you

What's in it for you?

Splunk experts adapt to your evolving business 

needs, providing hands-on training, strategic 

guidance and ongoing technical advice to bring your 

company's vision to life. Wherever you are in turning 

data into doing, there's a Splunk Services solution 

that's right for you.

Never go it alone

From getting started to modernizing to unlocking additional value

Optimize
your solution

Discover
new capabilities

Accelerate
time to value

Expertise
Discover new ways to boost sales, 

uncover hidden growth opportunities 
and more with the deep product 

knowledge of our Splunk specialists.

Alignment
Develop strategies and 

implement successful outcomes 
with Splunk experts.

Optimization
Migrate to the cloud efficiently, improve 

performance and gain end-to-end 
visibility across on-premises, hybrid and 

cloud deployments.

Adoption
Grow your business with use 

cases and workflows 
custom-built by our experts.

Team up with technical 
specialists who know how to 

get it done now.

Experience Partnership
See proven, successful 
outcomes from others 

who turn data into doing.

Get the tools and expertise 

you need to get you where 

you want to be with Splunk.

Let’s talk
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Implementation and adoption
Get up and running quickly and stay connected to 
everyone, everywhere.

Modernization services
Our experts provide the assistance you need to 
fine-tune your Splunk deployment. Introduce leading 
practices and advanced capabilities to help modernize 
your data storage and systems.

Technical and strategic advisory
Partner with product specialists and professionals to 
gain valuable use case expertise and insight to identify 
and implement successful outcomes.

Education and training
Grow your teams’ knowledge with in-person learning, 
virtual instruction and hands-on training.

Technical guidance
Optimize product and network performance, mitigate 
deployment risk and confidently implement new 
capabilities with expert help avaliable on demand.

Unleash the
Power of
Splunk Services

Splunk.com/CustomerSuccess

Ability to scale 
resourcing on demand

Splunk experts
1,800+

Vast certified partner 
delivery network

partner rating
5-star

Proven record 
delivering success

countries
110

Direct access to Splunk 
engineering and support

delivered annually
900+ projects 

Early access to new 
Splunk products

accreditations
4k+


